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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Work zones impact the workers involved on the projects, roadway users, and communities in the 

vicinity of the project. The changes in roadway configuration, capacity, and other work zone-

related factors often contribute to crashes, injuries, and fatalities (Pigman and Agent 1990). In 

2018, the number of work zone fatal crashes was 672, which resulted in 755 individual fatalities 

(National Work Zone Safety Information Clearinghouse 2018).  

Work zones also account for an estimated 10 percent of overall congestion (Cambridge 

Systematics and TTI 2004) and 24 percent of unexpected freeway delays (Chin et al. 2004), 

which lead to increased road user costs. 

The Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle is an iterative four-step management method used for the 

control and continuous improvement of processes and products. Construction projects can 

benefit from using the PDCA cycle, and the “check” phase of the process can be accomplished 

through evaluation of the project during any phase of the project life cycle, as seen in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. PDCA iterative cycle and evaluation 

The objectives and the process to be used are established during the “plan” phase. The “do” 

phase involves implementing the planned process, which is then “checked” to monitor the 

process and determine whether or not it is meeting the requirements. Lastly, the “act” phase 

involves taking action based on the lessons learned during the “check” phase. If the change 

doesn’t work, the cycle starts again using a different plan. One benefit of evaluating the 

construction phase of a project is the opportunity to document the lessons learned about how the 

project team handled and solved issues that arose during the life of the project. Documenting 

lessons learned can benefit other project teams by helping reduce the amount of time they spend 

addressing the same or similar issues. 

An evaluation can be conducted at any point during a project life cycle. For example, a post-

execution evaluation can be conducted at the completion of any phase. However, evaluating the 

entire project life cycle, from planning through the post-construction phase, can help identify and 

address issues early, thereby helping to avoid or mitigate negative impacts on a project as it 

progresses. 
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MORE ON SPECIFIC PROBLEMS AND BENEFITS 

Work zones carry risk for employees, the traveling public, construction industry employers, and 

facility owners. It is common for many construction projects to face the same or similar issues, 

and, with an evaluation process in place, an agency can improve its efficiency when project staff 

learn from others’ experiences and avoid duplication of their efforts. Documenting the lessons 

learned and sharing the information across the agency can serve as a benefit to future projects in 

key areas, such as cost, schedule, and safety. It can also benefit an agency’s staff by helping 

develop and expand their knowledge and skills related to project delivery. 

However, many agencies still encounter a variety of obstacles to conducting this type of 

evaluation, including the lack of sufficient personnel, a structured review process, and resources. 

GOAL AND OBJECTIVE 

This document was developed to help agencies manage and evaluate work zone activities and 

document the lessons learned. Its objective is to outline a structured post-construction evaluation 

process that uses a feedback loop to help evaluate and improve performance during the 

construction phase and generate lessons learned for future use. Figure 2 shows the structured 

review process for project evaluation.  

 

Figure 2. Structured review process 

Evaluation happens alongside communication, or, in other words, feedback. The information 

gathered during the feedback step, which can involve multiple teams and various agencies and 

contractors, is used to document the lessons learned. The lessons learned can then be 
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implemented on the current project or on future projects to help improve work zone activity 

performance.  

This document also provides information regarding when and how this process can be 

implemented. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

The scope for this work was as follows: 

• Define a structured review process that includes evaluation 

• Define a feedback loop to document and mitigate project issues and generate lessons learned 

• Develop a structure for lessons learned documentation 

• Demonstrate the implementation of lessons learned in example projects 

EVALUATION, FEEDBACK, AND LESSONS LEARNED  

In this document, a phase is defined as a specific period of time during which a series of tasks 

occur. The construction project life cycle is generally considered to have five main phases: 

planning, project development, design, construction, and operation/maintenance/monitoring. It is 

important to note that some agencies and companies may use different terminology for each of 

these five phases or may employ different phasing for its projects. Appendix A contains a 

description of each phase discussed in this document, and it is helpful to understand what each 

entails so that agencies and companies can relate them to their own project phases. 

The five phases can also be organized into three groupings: 

• Pre-construction: planning, project development, and design phases 

• Construction: construction phase 

• Post-construction: operation, maintenance, and monitoring phases 

Evaluation/At What Point During a Project’s Life Cycle Can Evaluation Take Place? 

The evaluation process does not need to wait until the construction phase has been completed. It 

can occur during or after the completion of any phase.  

One advantage of conducting an evaluation during an active phase is it presents an opportunity to 

gather feedback from the project personnel while they are still performing the work. It also 

makes it easier to capture information on what is happening in real time and reduces the 

possibility of details being forgotten or inadvertently omitted.  
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Likewise, performing an evaluation after the completion of a phase can help future projects 

avoid similar issues and identify areas for improvement and noteworthy practices that can be 

replicated. 

Figure 3 shows a flowchart developed to illustrate how evaluation and lessons learned are 

incorporated into each phase.  

 

Figure 3. Evaluation and lessons learned flowchart 

Note that all phases have identical processes that include evaluation and lessons learned. 
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Feedback Process 

Communication is key to a thorough evaluation, and especially the feedback and interaction 

amongst the members of each team involved with planning, designing, and building the project, 

and between the various teams as well. The feedback involves comparing an input, like the work 

zone issue being evaluated, to a reference and generating an output (Klein 1989). The output can 

be used to help make the necessary decisions or to make a change. Any change generated by an 

output becomes a new input, thus creating a feedback loop as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Feedback loop 

The feedback process is designed to increase communication and interaction between personnel 

involved in all phases of a project and generate information to help evaluate and improve work 

zone activity performance. This process can occur formally or informally, and the formal process 

is preferred because it generates lessons learned documentation that is shared across the agency 

and can be implemented on the current project or on future projects to help improve 

performance. 

The feedback findings in the lessons learned documentation may impact different phases and 

various project personnel, so it is important for everyone involved with any phase of the project 

to receive the information. Appendix B contains examples of how feedback occurs and its impact 

on a project. 

Lessons Learned 

To capture and preserve the lessons learned from a project, whether evaluation and feedback or a 

different method is used, it is key to document the information. Documenting lessons learned 

creates a long-term asset for the agency that allows personnel to learn from projects that they 

weren’t personally involved with and use that information to make adjustments and 

improvements on other projects. Appendix B contains examples of how using lessons learned 

can impact a project. 

When an evaluation is performed while a construction phase is active, it is important for the 

construction team to continuously analyze and document issues as they occur in the form of 

lessons learned. As Figure 5 shows, the lessons learned are documented and updated whether or 

not an alternative is used or a solution is found.  
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Figure 5. Evaluation process flow  

The lessons learned may not always lead to a solution but are still important because they define 

the issue, the projects that have encountered it, and any actions taken toward a solution. Lessons 

learned documentation also helps preserve this information for future use across an agency or 

company. 
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It is preferable to use a form to capture the formal feedback information and document the 

lessons learned. Appendix C contains an example form. It is designed to document the issues 

faced in the work zone and generate ideas for alternative solutions. Any alternative solutions 

considered can be documented on the form as well and be evaluated for current and future use. It 

is important to note that even though a Lessons Learned Form was initiated during a particular 

project, it may not be finalized during that project if no feasible solution was found to address an 

issue encountered during the project.  

Agencies may empower anyone on the construction team who is trying to solve an issue or 

discovers something worth documenting to begin completing the form. It is important that 

everyone involved in all phases of the project be made aware of any Lessons Learned Form 

related to the project and have the ability to update it as needed. The completed forms could be 

housed in the agency’s document management system for easier access and discovery. 

The evaluation process flow diagram in Figure 5 shows how information is generated for the 

Lessons Learned Form. Once the evaluation process flow has been completed, the project either 

continues on with the current phase or moves to the next phase (see previous Figure 3). 

Appendix D further describes developing lessons learned using the evaluation process flow and 

the Lessons Learned Form.  

THE POST-EVALUATION PROCESS 

The post-evaluation process consists of three steps: evaluation, feedback, and documenting the 

lessons learned. Evaluation is the first step of the structured review process and involves 

performing an analysis of issues, obstacles, alternatives, etc. experienced on the project. The 

results of the analysis may include ways to mitigate or eliminate an issue or obstacle, or the pros 

and cons of an alternative, either of which allows project personnel to make an informed 

decision.  

Feedback is the second step of the process and is designed to increase communication and 

interaction between personnel involved in all phases of a project and generate information to 

help evaluate and improve work zone activity performance.  

Documenting lessons learned is the last step of the process and it creates a long-term asset for the 

agency that allows personnel to learn from projects that they weren’t personally involved with 

and to use the information to make adjustments and improvements on other projects. 

CONCLUSION 

This document defines the evaluation process and contains examples of how to structure a formal 

feedback process and document the lessons learned. Each agency can use its own document 

management system to catalog the lessons learned and allow agency-wide access to benefit 

current and future projects.  
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APPENDIX A: CONSTRUCTION PROJECT LIFE CYCLE PHASES 

Pre-Construction Grouping 

Planning 

The planning phase consists of activities during the earliest stage of project development when 

the current and future needs of the project are identified and actions and alternatives are studied. 

This phase may also include determination of the project type and broad traffic and planning 

studies, including a preliminary understanding of any environmental, community, economic 

needs, and goals for the project. 

Project Development 

During the project development phase, the project’s concept is refined, and the needs, strategies, 

and purpose are established. This phase receives input from the planning phase, which helps 

clarify a number of items, including the project’s needs, working plan, schedule, and feasibility 

study needs. 

Design 

After the project purpose and needs are established, the design phase can begin to develop the 

construction plans. During this phase, the preliminary and the final design occur, unless the 

preliminary design has already been completed during the planning phase. The preliminary 

design process can also include an additional analysis of alternatives. In this document, the 

preliminary and the final design are combined into one process, which involves making the key 

design decisions before moving to the construction phase and developing construction plans that 

consider exceptions and possibly safety and mobility data, and include design standards, 

specifications, and a cost estimate. 

Construction Grouping 

Construction 

The construction phase follows the design phase or can happen concurrently with design for 

design-build projects. This phase can include bidding and contractor selection and is when the 

construction activities are performed in compliance with the applicable permits, standards, 

regulations, and laws.  

During this phase, a significant amount of interaction may occur between multiple companies, a 

variety of teams, and possibly the public through a public information process that addresses 

questions and concerns. At the conclusion of this phase, the project is closed and accepted, and 

the as-built plans and closure documents are finalized. 
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Post-Construction Grouping 

Operation, Maintenance, and Monitoring 

This is the final phase of a project when operation and monitoring begin and the maintenance 

needs are considered. It is a good time for the agency to provide feedback to the teams involved 

in the first four project phases regarding the final lessons learned that can be considered for 

future projects. 
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APPENDIX B: FEEDBACK EXAMPLES FOR LESSONS LEARNED 

Feedback Across Teams Example 

During the construction phase, if the construction team identifies an issue in the project’s design 

that could be improved or needs to be addressed, this would directly impact the design team. In 

this case, the construction team would provide feedback to the design team, preferably through 

documented lessons learned, and the two teams would work together toward a solution that best 

addresses the issue. Even for relatively minor issues, the design team can take responsibility for 

completing the lessons learned documentation because it may directly affect how they design 

future projects. 

Feedback and Lessons Learned Within the Same Team – Designing a Curve Example 

A designer unfamiliar the current requirements, regulations, and specifications completes the 

design for a curve (input). The manager of the area reviews the design and, through comparison 

between the input and the current requirements, regulations, and specifications, determines the 

design is incorrect. The manager gives the designer feedback regarding the necessary changes 

(output) and, based on this output, the decision at hand is whether or not to modify the curve 

design.  

In this case, the decision was to modify the design (creating a new input), and a comparison 

between the new input and the reference can be made, thereby creating a feedback loop. Without 

this feedback and communication, the designer would still be unaware that a reference exists and 

that the design could change.  

Because of the feedback received on this project, the designer will be able to complete similar 

project designs in the future without committing the same mistake. Taken a step further, if the 

lessons learned are documented, they will be available to help educate other designers about the 

current requirements, regulations, and specifications that apply to this type of design. 

Feedback and Lessons Learned Within the Same Team – Zipper Merge Example 

The construction team of a project implemented a zipper merge as suggested by the design and 

planning team. During the construction, a member of the construction team observed the 

performance of the zipper merge was less effective than expected, causing longer work zone 

queues and delays. The construction team member concluded that changing the way the work 

zone was signed could improve the performance of the zipper merge. However, they were the 

only member of the construction team who reached that conclusion and did not discuss it with 

anyone else on the team. 

Later that year, the same agency implemented the use of the zipper merge on another project. 

The construction team was the same as on the previous project, except for the team member who 
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had previously observed that changing the work zone signing could improve the zipper merge’s 

performance. The new project experienced the same issue with longer work zone queues and 

delays than expected. In addition, the issue negatively impacted the construction schedule, 

delaying the entire project. 

If the construction team member on the original project had documented their observations about 

improving performance by changing the work zone signing and communicated the information 

to the rest of the construction team, the new project would not have experienced similar delays. 

Documenting the situation as lessons learned could have made the information available to the 

entire agency, thus helping prevent other construction project teams from experiencing the same 

issue. 

Feedback and Lessons Learned Across Teams – Zipper Merge Example 

During the planning phase of a project, implementation of the zipper merge was considered. The 

planning team’s decision to include the zipper merge in the construction plans would impact both 

the design and construction teams, which would benefit from understanding how to incorporate 

this type of merge in the plans and how to best implement it during the construction phase. 

Failure by the planning team to communicate early on with the design and construction teams 

could result in a less than optimum design and the zipper merge performing poorly during 

construction. 

Continuing on with this example, the construction team implemented the zipper merge, as 

designed, on the project. After implementation, the construction team realized the zipper merge 

was not performing as well as expected, thus delaying the construction project schedule and 

escalating the cost. If the construction team does not communicate this issue to the planning and 

design teams, future projects implementing the zipper merge could experience the same schedule 

delays and increased costs. Therefore, documenting the lessons learned during the original 

project would likely lead to changes to the standard plans for zipper merge implementation, thus 

helping construction teams on future projects avoid this issue. 
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE LESSONS LEARNED FORM 

Project:      

Team filling out the form:       

Topic:       

Keywords:       

Describe the issue:       

What led up to this issue?       

What could improve?       

Which team does this impact?       

 

What are some possible solutions?       

Which team does this impact?       

 

What are our team lessons learned?       

 

Team Impacted 

Project:       

Alternative 1:       

Lessons learned from alternative 1:       

Alternative 2:       

Lessons learned from alternative 2:       

Alternative 3:       

Lessons learned from alternative 3:       

 

LL form — reference:       
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APPENDIX D: DEVELOPING LESSONS LEARNED USING THE EVALUATION 

PROCESS FLOW AND THE LESSONS LEARNED FORM 

As the previous Figure 5 shows, the evaluation process can begin once the issue a project’s 

construction team is facing is identified. The first step in the evaluation process is to begin 

completing the Lessons Learned Form with the information that the responsible team already 

knows (e.g., project, team filling out the form, topic, keywords, and a description of the issue). 

The project team can also use the form to document ideas about how to resolve the issue and list 

the other teams impacted and any other useful information. 

It is recommended the responsible team complete as many fields on the form as possible. For the 

fields that will need further investigation to complete, the process can begin with searching for 

Lessons Learned Forms of other projects with the same topic or keywords and by 

communicating across the agency about the issue. 

The Lessons Learned Form is designed to document issues, capture information about the efforts 

taken to mitigate or resolve the issue(s), document any alternatives that were tested and whether 

or not they were successful, and list other possible untested alternatives.  

After documenting the possible alternatives, either the responsible team that created the form or 

the impacted team can analyze its viability as a solution. If it is determined an alternative is not a 

viable solution, the responsible team can then update the form, document the lessons learned, 

including the reason why it is not viable, and recommend finding other alternatives to analyze for 

viability.  

To find other alternatives, it may be necessary to conduct further investigation and solicit 

feedback from other teams across the agency. If an alternative is determined to be a viable 

solution, the responsible team can update the Lessons Learned Form to show the alternative 

selected and what they learned from implementing it.  

If a different form is used to document alternatives, it is important to reference it on the Lessons 

Learned Form so future project teams will know where to find the information. Once the 

responsible team has completed the Lessons Learned Form, the project either continues on with 

the current phase or moves to the next phase (see previous Figure 3). 
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